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Overview
• What is the Scholarly Domain?
• What is 'Modeling'?
• What can be Gained from Formal 
Modeling?
• Where are the Limits of Formal 
Modeling?
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The Scholarly Domain
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A normative Model
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A Car Model
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A Model Car
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A Model Airplane (an Airplane Model?)
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A 'Structural' Model
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A Process Model
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A World Model
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Model and Representation / Picturing
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Model and Reduction / Abstraction
Viertelfahr-
zeugmodell
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Kepler: 
the World for Kids
Pragmatic Orientation of Models (1)
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Pragmatic Orientation of Models (2)
Einstein's Field Theory:
The World for Physicists
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Pragmatic Orientation of Models (3)
The World as Conceptual Graph
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A Construction Model
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The V-Model (1)
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Many V-Models (2)
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The Generic V-Model (3)
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An Interaction Model
A Circle, two Triangles
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Model vs. Metaphor: Atoms as modeled by Bohr 
– and the Universe as modeled by Copernicus
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A mythical World Model
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Between Myth and Representation
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From Myth to Metaphor
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6 Statements on Models. 1 Question
• Models do not represent “reality”, but rather a perspective of 
'world'.
• Models are instructions for creating 'reality'.
• Models are selective: they operate on reduction and abstraction.
• Reduction and abstraction always are intentionally guided.
• 'Powerful' models often operate with substantial metaphoric, 
connotative and/or symbolic 'surplus'.
• In this perspective, works of art are eminently powerful models!
• Which are our intentions when modeling the scholarly domain?
